Carmel Schools is now on Twitter!

Here are the basics

The name of Carmel Central School District's Twitter account is @Carmelschools

@Carmelschools will deliver regular and impactful CCSD news straight to you, including:
- Details on upcoming events
- News on students & school achievements
- Notifications on school closings & other time-sensitive updates
- Links to media coverage of CCSD
- Much more

To follow Carmel Schools either:
- Type “Carmelschools” in Twitter's Search Bar at www.twitter.com
- Click the Twitter icon on the www.carmelschools.org homepage
  - Go directly to twitter.com/Carmelschools

Joining Twitter is free and easy. Simply visit www.twitter.com and complete the Sign Up section on the homepage.

Once you’re set up, use Twitter’s Search function to find people or outlets you’re interested in. “Follow” them to have their tweets sent directly to your Twitter page.

Key Twitter Terms
Retweet (RT): A reposting of another’s tweet.
Hashtag (#): The hashtag symbol (#) is used before a word or phrase to group tweets from various users about the same subject together.
The @ symbol: A reply to a tweet starts with the @ symbol and the Twitter account name.

New to Twitter?

Twitter lets you learn about and connect with people and subjects you’re interested in.

Through short messages of 140 characters or less, called “tweets,” users share information about all sorts of news, events and other happenings.

Twitter can be accessed on your computer at www.twitter.com or through a Twitter application downloaded on your mobile phone.

Follow CCSD at @Carmelschools

Need more information? Contact Susan Dieck, APR at sdieck@carmelschools.org
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